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1. Executive Summary,
Recommendations &
Next Steps
Data and analytics will play a fundamental role in helping companies and financial institutions to
identify, manage and report on nature-related risks and opportunities (both report preparers
and report users) using the Taskforce on Nature-related Financial Disclosures (TNFD) framework.
Quality data, analytics, metrics and indicators are an essential foundation for quantification
and analysis. Data and analytics are already being used extensively by companies to assess
nature-related impacts, dependencies, risks, and opportunities. The market is moving quickly
and the landscape of data platforms and sources is evolving rapidly. TNFD welcomes more data
and analytics organisations moving into the nature space, but there are still many gaps and
differences in terminology. It is hoped that, with the efforts of the TNFD and standards bodies,
more consistency and alignment will come.
This paper provides two hypothetical case examples for forests and water – WoodNCo and
SocietyInvest – to show how data and analytics can be used in the TNFD nature-related risk
and opportunity assessment process (LEAP). The LEAP process provides a staged process to
Locate interactions with nature, Evaluate impacts and dependencies, and Assess risks and
opportunities, before Preparing to manage and report on material risks. The forests example is
provided from the perspective of a ‘report issuer’, and the water example is provided from the
perspective of a ‘report user’. The case studies revealed the following key gaps and limitations:
i. Data and analytics coverage differs across nature realms, biomes and ecosystem types;
ii. Variances in measurement approaches underscore the need for standardisation;
iii. Spatial and/or temporal biases in data pose challenges;
iv. The accessibility and relevance of data remains limited; and
v. These culminate in report issuers facing challenges in disclosing information in a consistent
format that can be used effectively by report users to assess the extent to which they are
effectively managing nature-related risks and opportunities facing their business operations.
This paper also provides the result of a mapping of a number of data platforms and sources to
identify where they can support different phase and steps in a LEAP assessment. This mapping
has been rapid and is not comprehensive. One important data and analytics requirement is for
a report preparer to have an inventory of physical assets and operations mapped to natural
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assets by specific location (ecosystems and biomes). While we recognise that this type of locationspecific analysis will be new for the majority of market participants, some companies have already
developed analytic tools and capabilities for this internally and there are emerging third-party
solution providers who are building data sets and tools to support this kind of analysis.
Based on the two case examples and the landscape mapping of data platforms and sources,
this paper identifies emerging data trends, gaps and limitations, and priority areas for further
work on data and analytics. In assessing limitations associated with data availability, the following
important considerations were revealed:
• The interchangeability of terms related to data poses challenges as its interpretation may vary,
underscoring the need for standardisation;
• Differing perspectives and priorities conflate different metrics, and there is not a clear
distinction between data and metrics/indicators;
• Drivers of nature loss and risk (dependencies and impacts on nature) are highly location
specific; and
• The lack of understanding of how the information derived from data can be used by decisionmakers is more of a challenge than shortage of data.
We expect the field of nature-related data and analytics, including location-based analytics, to
advance quickly over the next 1-2 years and, as a next step in the work of the TNFD, we will be
supporting the efforts of commercial and non-commercial organisations in further enhancing
and developing data to be more consistent, more comprehensive (for example, filling gaps such
as data on the ocean realm) and to support and align to the TNFD framework. TNFD would
welcome engagement on areas identified for further discussion and work, including: centralising
nature-related data platforms; tapping into and accelerating decision-useful data innovation
and developments; and, building technical expertise, resources, and capacity for collection and
analysis of high quality, robust nature-related data.
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2. Introduction

Data and analytics availability and capability are critical success factors for the achievement of the
TNFD’s goal to provide a framework for organisations to report and act on evolving nature-related
risks and opportunitiesi. As the Dasgupta Review on the Economics of Biodiversity highlighted,
standardised, credible, decision-useful data is required to underpin global standards that enable
companies and financial institutions to report and act on nature-related risks and opportunities.
Data availability, quality and ease of use will be driven by the development of metrics and
indicators; the growing adoption of nature-related targets in corporate strategy and reporting;
and innovation of new tools, services and capabilities.
The objective of this initial discussion paper by the TNFD is to explore the following foundational
issues and solicit feedback from market participants about:
• The types of nature-related risk and opportunity data currently available and needed in
the future;
• The interconnection and interdependence of various data tools, platforms and methodologies
in the market today and under development;
• The data covered in these data tools, platforms and methodologies, and its relevance, accuracy,
and temporal consistency;
• Where the TNFD sees key gaps in the data landscape today; and,
• Guidance and recommendations on how end-users can currently interact with and use data
and analytics tools in order to get started, recognising that this space is moving quickly from
both the demand side (new reporting and disclosure expectations) and the supply side (new
data sets, platforms, sources, metrics, tools and services emerging from a range of established
and new data providers).
The TNFD acknowledges the substantial effort from other organisations, initiatives and groups
who have previously conducted and published thorough reviews of this data landscape, such
as UNEP World Conservation Monitoring Centre (UNEP WCMC), World Wildlife Fund (WWF), the
World Bank, and Global Canopyii. We have drawn heavily on this work, together with consultation
of TNFD Taskforce Members, and members of the TNFD forum, including knowledge partners
and other stakeholders to characterise what the existing nature-related data landscape
looks like and some of the key challenges ahead, for the data system in general and for TNFD
in particular.
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It is important to note that this rapid landscaping work is non-exhaustive and will continue. It
is intended as an overview of the nature-related data landscape to prompt further questions,
and input from – and discussion with – market participants. Through dialogue with the market,
it is our hope to bring new data sources and platforms to light, and to ensure the data needed
is available to enable companies to implement the TNFD framework, both in the initial phase of
beta development and pilot testing and longer term once the TNFD recommendations have been
published in late 2023.
This paper also touches on emerging trends in data and analytics – for instance, the use of
artificial intelligence (AI), and developments in remote sensing, geospatial technology and
environmental DNA (eDNA) capabilities – that can help businesses use the TNFD framework
and manage and disclose on nature-related risks. We also consider the merits of developing
decentralised data exchanges that pair open-source with commercially-enhanced technological
capabilities. It should be noted that there is a growing digital frontier of nature-related data
which has resulted in a diverse set of online platforms and tools tailored for specific uses. These
platforms and tools have different aims, audiences and information. Ultimately, nature-related,
decision-useful data needs to be scalable, high quality and regularly updated, enabling users
to identify and manage risks and opportunities, and make decisions to avoid, reduce, restore,
regenerate and transform where appropriate.

2.1. Initial fundamental observations on terminology and
spatial data
Our initial review of the data landscape for nature-relate risk and opportunity assessment and
disclosure has led us to two high-level initial observations:
· Developing a common market terminology: The use of differing and seemingly
interchangeable terms relating to nature-related data could hinder interpretation of disclosure
recommendations, emphasising the need for standard definitions. Present market practice
means that differences between user perspectives and priorities may in some instances
misinterpret how a variable is defined – a metric may be used as an end in itself for decision
making without a full comprehension of the underlying data. The TNFD has developed an
analytic construct for market participants to understand nature, including a set of definitions,
and will continue to refine this with the benefit of feedback from market participants and
specialist knowledge partners.
· The fundamental importance of location and spatial data: The drivers of nature change
and nature-related dependencies and impacts for companies and investors are highly location
specific. As a result, the spatial location of a company’s direct assets and operations and its
supply chain locations is fundamental to an accurate assessment of nature-related risk and
opportunity to the company, investment portfolio or loan book. The TNFD acknowledges that
geo-spatial analysis – combining company operating data with the condition of the ecosystems
on which those operations depend and impact – is currently difficult and that disclosure of asset
location data may prove challenging for companies with complex supply- and value-chains.
Even understanding the spatial location of a company’s assets can be inadequate without
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contextual attributes associated with the asset, such as whether they are offices or production
facilities, the production volumes and specific production processes etc. Nevertheless, this sort
of analysis needs to be developed and widely accessible for nature-related risk and opportunity
analysis to be meaningful and achievable from a disclosure perspective. That presents a nearterm challenge for report preparers and users but also a significant innovation and market
opportunity for data and analytics providers. Where asset location data are unavailable, users
will need to rely on models or proxies which may not recognise specific measures in place by
portfolio companies to mitigate nature risks. Integrating multiple data sources may also make
portfolio level analysis more challenging.
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3. Our approach to assessing
the data landscape

The data, analytics and metrics required to assess an organisation’s dependencies on nature,
its impact drivers, and the impacts of its operations on environmental assets vary greatly
and is shifting quickly. It depends on factors such as geographic location, scale, and sector.
Understanding the risks associated with nature loss requires a number of specific indicators,
representing distinct but often interlinked and emergent phenomena. Nature is location-specific
and non-fungible, and therefore the state of environmental and ecosystem assets and ecosystem
services must be assessed in context, with consideration of cumulative impacts, historical
and future conditions, and cause and effect relationships taking place at different spatial and
temporal scales.
Aligned with the framework under development by the TNFD - namely the TNFD’s
conceptual construct for ‘understanding nature’ for market participants; its draft disclosure
recommendations and the TNFD’s recommended process for nature-related risk and opportunity
and assessment known as LEAP, there are, in broad terms, three types of metrics and data the
TNFD is focusing its efforts on:
• Dependency metrics and data;
• Impact metrics and data; and,
• Risk metrics and data.
The main challenge associated with the assessment of nature-related risks and opportunities and
its disclosure thereafter is not a lack of data, but rather how measurements are interpreted as
well as elements such as accessibility, quality, format, relevance, scale and transparency.
Furthermore, these aspects of the data landscape today differ markedly across the TNFD’s
identified building blocks for understanding nature - realms (terrestrial, oceans and freshwater),
ecosystem types (biomes), environmental assets, ecosystem services - and by geographic
region. Consequently, market participants have found it difficult to undertake comprehensive
assessments of nature-related risks and opportunities and current disclosures by companies
and financial institutions are partial, fragmented and inconsistent. There is no uniform approach
to data standardisation and aggregation of relevant data in a way that provides decision-useful
information across sectors and geographies.
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3.1. Data types
Generally, nature-related data can be classified as follows:
· Asset location (site specific, including physical and natural assets – by biome or ecosystem,
supply chain, sector specific);
· Observational (spatial, dynamic/real time, aspatial); and,
· Modelled (analytics, simulation, forecasting).
The criteria for selection and use of methodologies, platforms and tools, included the following
considerations: Relevance; Resolution and scalability; Temporality; Frequency of update;
Geographic coverage; Accessibility; Comparability; Thematic coverage; and Authoritativeness,
including traceability. These are covered in more detail in Annex 1.

3.2. Data uses and challenges
Data are used in three ways:
· As inputs into the analytic process for understanding nature-related risks and opportunities;
· As outputs for the purposes of reporting and disclosure; and,
· For specifying, and assessing progress towards targets.
Data and analytics platforms integrate various data sources to enable assessment of natural
capital dependencies and impacts, and supply- and value-chain mapping.
Some data providers provide portfolio level information on nature-linked controversies,
assessments of company biodiversity policies, etc. Such information will be useful data “input”
for financial institutions considering their own nature-related metrics, but also highlights the
importance of being able to distinguish between data and metrics/indicators and how metrics
and indicators have been derived (i.e., the underlying data, assumptions used in analysis etc.).
There is no shortage of nature-related data but rather a lack of understanding about how data
can be used to derive information that is decision-relevant to end users. Deciding which data
is accessed will be dictated by what is deemed relevant as metrics for use in applying the TNFD
framework. It is clear though that end-users will in the near-term have to rely on data and
information from sources other than corporate disclosure.
As disclosures mature, users may be able to validate or test the accuracy of modeled data with
corporate disclosures, although there will likely always be a time lag between disclosed naturerelated data and what can either be modelled or measured. This is because company reporting
cycles are typically one year historic, so information in disclosure may be out of date when a user
is assessing it. Users will therefore ideally need access to real-time or near real-time data from
data providers.
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3.3. Data tools in use today
Here we provide the results of a mapping of a number of data platforms and sources to identify
where they can support different phases and steps in a LEAP assessment. This mapping has
been rapid and is not comprehensive. Table 1 focuses initially on water and forest related
data, and provides signposts to a selection of data tools that are currently available as options
that report preparers and users may find helpful during the LEAP process, including for
disclosure preparation.
The assessment was not comprehensive, nor does the TNFD endorse these data tools or suggest
they are preferred over other data tools that are available. Preparers and users may wish to use
this list as starting guidance but should conduct their own assessment of available tools and
arrive at their own conclusions on which will be most appropriate to use for their organisation
given their business model and reporting needs.
Some of the tools referred to in the table are referenced throughout this paper as illustrative use
cases. The TNFD does not propose to make specific recommendations on which methodologies,
platforms or tools should be used in deploying the TNFD framework. Where specific tools
are discussed in the case studies within this discussion paper, these references should be
interpreted as potential options only.

Table 1 Data platforms and sources that can support different phases and
components in LEAP process (not comprehensive)

Tool

Description

Step(s)/
Component(s)

Collect Earth

Satellite imagery viewing tool. Specialty in monitoring
land use change.

L2, E4,
Locate,
Evaluate

Ecolab Water
Risk Monetizer

Quantifies the full value of incoming and outgoing water
to a specific location based on basin-level quantity and
quality considerations.

L2, A1,
Locate,
Assess

EcoVadis

Access ESG ratings upstream and downstream in the
value chain, for a range of organisations engaged with
the tool.

L4, E3, E4
Locate,
Evaluate

GEMI Local Water Evaluate the external impacts, business risks,
Tool
opportunities and management plans related to water
use and discharge at a specific site or operation.

E4, A1,
Evaluate,
Assess
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RBA Country Risk Identify inherent risks within supply chains.
Assessment Tool

L2, E1, E2,
Locate,
Evaluate

SEDEX RADAR
Tool

Identify inherent risks within supply chains, including
Water and 13 other potential issues, based on
geography and sector.

L2, E1, E2,
Locate,
Evaluate

Water Footprint
Network
Assessment Tool

Quantity water consumption and sustainability based on
geography and use data.

E4, P4,
Evaluate,
Prepare

WRI Aqueduct Water Risk Atlas

Identify and evaluate water risks based on geography,
including geospatial data of water-stressed regions that
can be overlayed with operations/supplier locations.

L3, E3,
Locate,
Evaluate

WWF Water Risk
Filter

Explore water risks (physical, regulatory, reputational),
assess these across the value chain, and identify
potential mitigation actions.

L4, A1, A3,
Locate,
Assess

Exiobase

Multi-regional environmentally-extended input-output
databases can be used to estimate environmental
impacts based on sector and geography. Can also
be used to estimate supply chain sector/geography
breakdown, and relative impacts.

L1, L4, E4,
Locate,
Evaluate

Ecoinvent

Life Cycle Inventory (LCI) data to support sustainability
assessments such as Life Cycle Assessments (LCA). This
data can be used to support quantification of impacts
throughout the life cycle stages of a product or service.

E4, Evaluate

FAO/ AQUASTAT

A tool that collects, analyses and provides free access to
over 180 variables and indicators by country from 1960.

E3, E4, A1,
Evaluate,
Assess

India Water Tool

Specific to India, this geospatial tool provides access to
water-related datasets and risk indicators.

L3, E1, A1,
Locate,
Evaluate,
Assess
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Maplecroft Global Access to the Water Stress index that evaluates
total water use relative to annual available flow on a
Water Security
catchment level across the globe, enabling users to
Risk Index
assess inherent water stress in a particular business
location.

A1, P4,
Assess,
Prepare

ENCORE

Geospatial datasets on natural capital assets and
drivers of environmental change, and qualitative impact/
dependency ratings that link ecosystem services to
production processes.

L2, L4, E1,
E2, Locate,
Evaluate

FAO WaPOR

Indicator for selected regions, showing the annual Gross
Biomass Water Productivity expressed as the quantity
of output (total biomass production) in relation to the
total volume of water consumed in the year (actual
evapotranspiration).

A1, A3,
Assess

Global Wetlands
geospatial data

Geospatial wetland data, searchable by country and type
of wetland.

L2, L4, E1,
E2, Locate,
Evaluate

Freshwater
Ecosystems
Explorer

Understand the state of fresh water ecosystems, in
geospatial time-series data that is considered accurate,
up-to-date, high-resolution.

A1, A3,
Assess

Natural and
Mixed World
Heritage Sites
data

Geospatial data for UNESCO World Heritage sites that
can be overlayed with operations/supplier locations, to
screen for sites that sit in these locations.

L2, L3,
Locate

IBAT

Geospatial data to identify where operations/supplier
locations sit in areas of interest such as Key Biodiversity
Areas.

L2, L3,
Locate

RepRisk
controversy data

Third-party controversy data on a range of ESG topics,
to support tasks such as materiality assessments, due
diligence and monitoring.

E1, E2, A3,
Evaluate,
Assess

Rezatec
Geospatial AI

E1, E2, E4,
Geospatial AI data that enables remote monitoring of
Evaluate
water infrastructure and water catchment areas, water
quality, pipeline risk etc. Aside from Water, there are also
datasets available for Forestry, Agriculture and Energy.
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Swiss Re’s CatNet Geospatial tool to identify and assess natural hazard risk, L4, E1, E2,
Locate,
including the Biodiversity and Ecosystem Services (BES)
Evaluate
index.
Biome geospatial
data from
National
Geographic Tool

Visual map of biomes, to support identification of
relevant biomes that operations/supply chains impact
and/or depend on.

L2, P4,
Locate,
Prepare

Copernicus

Synthetic Aperture Radar (SAR) Analysis Ready Data
(ARD) on land use mapping, including hotspotting of
environmentally stressed areas.

L2, E4,
Locate,
Evaluate

Global Risk
Assessment
Services (GRAS)

Third-party assessments using GIS and remote
sensing technologies to move toward transparent and
deforestation-free supply chains.

E4, A1, A2,
Evaluate,
Assess

Identification of risks e.g. through the use of the Timber
Preferred by
Nature - Sourcing Risk Score that provides country-level qualitative scores
on the potential extent of illegal timber practices.
Hub

L3, E1, A1,
Locate,
Evaluate,
Assess

Beef on Track

Platform collating systems, tools, data and technical
information to support organisations in creating a
deforestation-free beef chain in the Amazon.

E4, Evaluate,
Prepare

Starling satellite
imagery

Satellite imagery tool to support supply chain impact
assessments on deforestation.

L3, E1, E2,
E4, Locate,
Evaluate

Proforest

Commodity-specific toolkits that can support
organisations to map out forest-related risk in supply
chains.

L1, Locate

AFi

Guidance on transparency within forestry and
agricultural commodity supply chains.

L1, L2,
Locate

Science-Based
Targets for
Nature

E1, Evaluate
The SBT for Nature guidance provides sector and subindustry guidance on identification of direction operation
and wider value chain impacts. Note that the guidance
for SBT for Nature is currently in consultation and will be
updated over time.
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Environmental
Justice Atlas

Can be used to map socio-environmental conflicts, and
understand key socio-environmental risks related to
forest-risk commodity production in specific regions.

Global Forest
Watch

Geospatial data for monitoring companies and portfolios E2, E4,
Evaluate
in forest-risk commodity supply chains. Can be used to
build understanding of the extent of deforestation in
forest-risk commodities and financing, focusing on the
state of forests and the pressures.

Land Portal
Geoportal

Geospatial data layers on forest tenure, land and
corruption, forest landscape restoration and indigenous
and community land rights.

L3, E1,
Locate,
Evaluate

MapBiomas

Historical land cover and land use data, covering Brazil,
the Amazon and the Gran Chaco. Allows visibility of
deforestation over time.

L2, E2,
Locate,
Evaluate

Trase

Maps forest-risk supply chains linking consumer
countries and traders with places of production. This
allows greater visibility of the countries, regions and
companies that have higher rates of deforestation.

L2, E2,
Locate
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E2, Evaluate

4. Exploring current data
challenges – A Case Study
approach
To explore current challenges and future priorities in the nature-related data landscape, this
paper has adopted a case study approach. The following case studies explore challenges, key
issues and potential data development opportunities through the lens of the TNFD’s beta risk
assessment process for nature-related risks and opportunities, known as LEAP.
LEAP is a recommended step-wise internal analytic process to help report preparers and financial
institutions assessing nature-related risks across investment portfolios and loan books. The LEAP
process involves specific analytic assessment steps in four phases as follows:
• Locate you interface with nature;
• Assess your nature-related dependencies and nature impacts;
• Evaluate your nature-related risks and opportunities; and,
• Prepare to respond and report on nature-related risks and opportunities.
The Forests example is provided from the perspective of an ‘issuer’, whereas the Water example
is provided from the perspective of a ‘user’.

Case studies
Forests and water were chosen as suitable use case examples for this discussion paper
because the related impacts, dependencies, risks and opportunities are relatively well
understood and considerable work has already been done by a number of organisations,
in some cases for over a decade, in the areas of water and forest-related metrics and data.
We highlight the importance of data availability for assessing the state of environmental
assets and changes in that state, the location of business assets of companies, the
locations of delivery of the companies’ products and services, and related dependencies
(ecosystem services) and impact drivers e.g. water consumption and land use. The case
studies reference a number of methodologies, platforms and tools, to illustrate how
available data can (in its current form) be used by businesses to manage and disclose their
dependencies, impact drivers and impacts on environmental assets, as well as how users,
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such as financial institutions, rely on both information and metrics disclosed by businesses
and proxies from models and data platforms to understand exposure and risk within their
portfolios. The illustrative examples of methodologies, platforms and tools were drawn
from a long-list referencing existing reviews and input from TNFD members, knowledge
partners and interested stakeholders.

4.1. Case Study 1: Forests – Issuer Example (WoodNCo)
Introduction
WoodNCo is operating in two industries: forest resources and forest-sourced construction
materials.
• Its forest resources business includes the management of company-owned forests, which in
part feeds into its forest-sourced construction materials business.
• Its forest-sourced construction materials business includes the manufacturing of logs
(producing timber, engineered wood) and other products (plywood, fibreboard, processed
wood e.g. floors and doors). It sources its logs through a combination of its company-owned
forests and procurement from external suppliers.
• Where raw materials are sourced from external suppliers, the company relies on tier 1 suppliers
disclosing data and providing certifications to ensure sustainable sourcing. The company does
not have good visibility of tier 2 suppliers or beyond.
• At a site level, the company-owned forests are subject to local regulations which include
environmental assessments of direct operational impacts.

Locate
At an enterprise level, the company identified the biomes that it operates in, using online data
tools such as ArcGIS’s WWF Terrestrial Ecoregions of the World tool. It cross-checked these
findings with its own teams in each operating country. It found that its operations are within the
following biomes:
• Temperate coniferous forests in Canada and Sweden;
• Temperate broadleaf forests in Russia, Finland, Sweden and Turkey; and,
• Tropical rainforests in Indonesia and Brazil.
The company maintains asset location data, such as forest tenure polygons, manufacturing
facilities (mills) and associated attributes such as volumes of procured fibre and production
levels. In addition to the company’s forest inventory mapping, WoodNCo also subscribes to
geospatial data provided by the state and federal government that identifies features such as
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protected areas, special management zones for areas with high conservation value (e.g., nest
locations, old growth management areas, wetlands and riparian reserves, locations of species of
concern, and protected wildlife habitat). Where regional data on species of conservation concern
are unavailable, it uses tools such as IBAT to support this assessment. The company then
assesses the overlap of asset locations with features representing areas of high conservation
concern to prioritise locations that are potentially in a state of high or extreme stress.

Gaps and challenges in the Locate stage
There are a number of biome classifications that are referred to in online data tools, and the
company was uncertain on which to choose. The company aligned to the TNFD definitions of
biomes to ensure alignment to other companies in TNFD disclosures. TNFD disclosure users
– such as investors – may find it challenging to interpret preparers’ disclosures where there
is inconsistency in the terminology used, however organisations may determine that it is
appropriate to report in multiple taxonomies or terminologies where stakeholders require this.
Issuers and users may not have sufficient geospatial data of operations/supply chains to make
informed assessments. This may be a result of difficulty in collating the data, or that it is sensitive
and cannot be disclosed. There are potential solutions from data providers such as GISTImpactiii
that can provide estimated geospatial data at an asset level for a top-down approach. To achieve
best practice, issuers should engage suppliers and country-level operations in the data collection
process to enhance primary data and disclose this to the highest accuracy that is feasible.

Evaluate
The company sought to identify its key dependencies and impacts on nature, for its activities in
the forest resources and forest-sourced construction materials businesses. At the enterprise
level, it used ENCOREiv to identify the ecosystem services that it is dependent on or impacting,
and identifying the state of natural capital and environmental assets in its operational countries.
The company identified High-Very High materiality impacts on species (particularly when
considering ‘range rarity’ metric for Indonesia), soils and sediments.
The company identified Very High dependencies across a number of ecosystem services. Its key
ecosystem service was found to be fibres and other material (its direct physical inputs) and soil
quality (enabling the production of logs).
The company has regulatory permitting requirements for its own operations. These
environmental impact assessments will require site-level identification and monitoring of
environmental impact, along with management plans. Prior to approval of harvesting permits,
the company locates its proposed harvesting activity, identifies any environmental assets that
may be impacted, and demonstrates its management plan to avoid impact (e.g., reserve areas,
buffer zones, activity timing windows).
The company’s forest management plan demonstrates harvesting volumes are balanced
by timber growth and reforestation activities, as well as reforestation with tree species that
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are representative of current natural managed forests or resilient forests under future
climate conditions. This supports the organisation to evaluate its gross negative and gross
positive impact.
For one site, the company’s harvesting permit requires them to monitor water quality impacts.
To do this, they are collecting water samples to test turbidity, temperature, and assaying
environmental DNA (eDNA) to detect and identify species present and compare back to
reference samples.
At an enterprise level, the company then collates its findings to categorise its owned forests –
and Tier 1 supplier forests, where possible - into three levels: “planted forests”, “natural forests”,
and “biodiversity-protected areas”. The company identified its direct input dependencies using
primary harvesting and procurement data.
In addition to maintaining regulatory compliance, the company holds internationally recognised
sustainable forest management certifications for its managed lands and sustainable fibre
sourcing and chain of custody certifications for its mills and manufacturing facilities. WoodNCo
also has a policy to procure logs and other fibre from certified suppliers; any uncertified content
is evaluated through a due diligence framework that avoids fibre from controversial sources.
The company relies on certification to demonstrate sustainable forest management in its
operations and to ensure a minimum threshold of sustainability is accounted for in the
supply chain. Nevertheless the company recognises that certification alone does not provide
comprehensive data on cumulative impacts, and the company’s contribution to impacts on
habitats and biodiversity at a regional scale.

Gaps and challenges in the Evaluate stage
The company identified many ecosystem services and environmental assets that it is dependent
on and impacting. It was difficult to prioritise these at the enterprise level without further
assessment of each, which it considered to be beyond its feasible resource capacity and
expertise unless further skills can be obtained or procured.
For the purpose of its TNFD assessment, it worked with its country-level teams and external
experts to prioritise its key dependencies and impacts. The detailed Evaluate and Assess stages
were focused on the highest priority dependencies and impacts, based on the prioritisation Step
3 under the Locate stage. The company shared its justification for prioritisation along with its
findings, based on Phase Zero and Phase 1 of the LEAP process.
The company considered it challenging to assess the extent of its impact and dependency on
underlying environmental assets, to arrive at a prioritisation and evaluation of the top impacts
and dependencies. Where primary data was not available for a sufficient evaluation, the company
sought relevant secondary data and provided a qualitative review of impacts and dependencies.
Tools such as ENCORE provide qualitative ratings that can form the basis of this type of
prioritisation, with results then being tested and refined with internal and external stakeholders.
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WoodNCo relies on tier 1 suppliers providing external certifications. While this may serve to
ensure some minimum standard is met, it does not provide a comprehensive view of impact,
nor assurance on risk mitigation to minimise risks passed through the value chain (which is to
be discussed in the Assess stage of the LEAP process). Further, certifications are limited in their
scope, and reliance on forest certifications alone may not account for unintended impact to
other elements of nature, including biodiversity. Where possible, organisations should look to
disclose the spatial locations of owned and supplier-owned forests, and provide assessments
to demonstrate the extent to which its operations and supply chain are contributing to nature
impacts at these locations.
While the company was able to demonstrate sustainable harvest yields and reforestation
associated with its operations, it did not assess indirect impacts on species abundance and
biodiversity. Further, in Indonesia and Brazil it is unclear whether the company’s activities are
having a positive, nil or negative impact on species of conservation concern. The individual
contribution of the company to these impacts is challenging to assess at each location and
requires an understanding of the cumulative impacts associated with other organisations
operating in the area. The company therefore supports regional and national initiatives that
consider jurisdictional-level and local ecosystem level assessments including field monitoring
and time-series satellite data, in the context of emerging global, national and local nature and
biodiversity targets.
WoodNCo acknowledges and reports on potential issues such as unauthorised land. In this
case, unauthorised land use might be due to deforestation, road construction, plantation
expansion, open cast mines etc., identified by using tools such as GSI’s LandNowv. This
acknowledged that there are potential risks and impacts beyond those evaluated and assessed
in detail, and demonstrates intention to further explore and mitigate these. This transparency
is welcomed within disclosures to support the evolving practices as nature-related disclosure
maturity increases.

Assess
The company sought to assess key risks and opportunities, based on dependencies and impacts
identified from the Evaluate stage. As outlined in the LEAP process, WoodNCo first reviewed its
existing risk management and mitigation actions and then additional steps it could take and the
material risks that would likely need to be disclosed to investors.
In the Locate and Evaluate stages, WoodNCo used tools such as IBATvi and Global Forest
Watchvii to develop a baseline view of natural capital in each of its operational locations and
across its supply chain. Where feasible, this was enhanced using observational/measured data
in collaboration with other stakeholders, but this was limited and WoodNCo identified the need
to collect enhanced data for subsequent assessments. Having established a baseline, WoodNCo
can use this in the future to identify changes, and look to establish if mitigation actions are
minimising or reducing risk.
The company used its own harvesting and procurement data to assess its extraction from
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owned and supplier-owned forests. This provided a way to assess gross extraction of its key
environmental asset. The company compared this to its gross planting and growing data, from
owned and supplier-owned forest data. It found that there was a small net decrease in forest
(measured by m2) based on extraction versus planting. Further, it considers the loss of primary
forest as irreplaceable by new forest (but found this was not a significant issue within its own
operations or with suppliers).
The company used geospatial observational data to determine if its suppliers’ activities appear to
overlap with illegal deforestation zones, or not. Where there were possible issues, the company
was able to engage with the supplier on the importance of sustainable practices.
In terms of additional risk management and mitigation actions available to the company, a
number of opportunities were identified by the WoodNCo team:
• To ensure all new supply contracts stipulate agreements on zero tolerance of illegal logging,
and actions to support this;
• The use of blockchain for tracking its own and supplier-sourced products in a decentralised
manner. This approach meets emerging demand from downstream in the value chain (e.g.
retailers, consumer preferences) for identifying sustainably sourced products, and removing the
risk of laundered goods. Further, it will build confidence in users - e.g. investors - in the visibility
and risk mitigation in place, preventing future controversies and reputational risk;
• The possibility to claim net neutrality in the future with regards to its nature impacts.
In this case, it would need to demonstrate compensation efforts e.g. nature-based solutions
and provide evidence on how these impacts are appropriate to compensate for gross
negative impacts;
• A decision to start collecting primary data on reforestation and soil carbon initiatives, to support
future assessment; and,
• The opportunity to contribute to regional or national priorities such as conservation efforts and
participate in regional scale initiatives/funding that may be beyond direct business activities
and impacts.

Gaps and challenges in the Assess stage
WoodNCo found that assessing the effectiveness of its management strategies was challenging
in the absence of granular, live data with the help of online tools. This is an issue for the company
and users of its disclosures as it is more difficult to identify where mitigation is sufficient, and
to what extent it is minimising risk. The company seeks to build best practice into its processes
over time by using regularly-updated geospatial data to support its assessments of illegal
deforestation in the future, for its owned and supplier-owned forests. This may include real
time monitoring by satellite remote sensing, complimented by earth-based sensors to create
live-stream updates e.g. procurement of data from organisations such as Planetviii, GHGSatix and
Grundox. Further impact assessments could be augmented with eDNA e.g. NatureMetricsxi and/
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or lidar data feeding machine learning predictive analytics as used by Sylveraxii.
In the absence of this data, WoodNCo could employ precautionary approaches to mitigate the
associated risks including requirements for specific external certification and/or third-party
assurance (where possible), qualitative assessments, and actively engaging with operational/
suppliers assets where there are no credible action plans in place.
WoodNCo also considered that some operating countries have endorsed the “Glasgow Leaders’
Declaration on Forests and Land Use” and the consequences such as regulation and legal
concessions remain uncertain for the company, both in magnitude and timescale. To mitigate
uncertain transition risks, WoodNCo executives agreed to take a conservative approach by
transitioning activities and/or suppliers that do not currently align to the general direction set by
world leaders in commitments that lead to mandatory regulations and increased transition risk.
The desired outputs of the assessment may be different for a preparer versus a user. A user –
such as a financial services loan provider – may place substantial significance on the potential
short-term value erosion activities e.g. stability of ecosystem services that are direct inputs.
On the other hand, the preparer may focus on mid- to long-term impacts and opportunities.
These conflicting focuses should be considered by preparers. Further, preparers should seek to
enable comparability and transparency in disclosures, to support itself and users in assessing the
company’s risks and opportunities from an external perspective.
Some data tools may be behind paywalls for commercial use. This means organisations have
to pay for the vast data available and collated into business-ready information, which may be
a constraint for some potential users. Organisations may be able to identify solutions such
as working in partnerships or wider initiatives. This paywall may be a constraint for some
organisations without existing data access, or financial means to acquire it, or resource capacity
to be involved in wider partnerships/initiatives.

Prepare
Having evaluated its impacts and dependencies, and assessed the risk and opportunity,
WoodNCo prepared disclosures to share its findings with report users. WoodNCo disclosed
its findings in its annual mainstream financial reporting, annual report and investor-specific
communications. It disclosed on its most material/relevant risks in detail, while ensuring
transparency on its process to determine and justify this approach.
The company disclosed relevant metrics that it intends to use for subsequent assessments and
monitoring, relevant to itself and to disclosure users e.g. metrics that can be aggregated at an
industry or user-portfolio level.
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Summary of gaps and challenges identified
by WoodNCo
• Various terminology classifications – report preparers and issuers should
communicate and use the same definitions, following the TNFD framework;
• Lack of geospatial data for both operations and supply chain activities upstream and
downstream;
• Vast scope of natural capital so prioritisation is required – this can be based on the
initial Phase Zero of the LEAP process;
• Assessing the quantitative extent of impact or dependency;
• Reliance on supplier data e.g. certifications;
• Ability to measure indirect impacts, beyond what is more ‘easily’ measured;
• Real-time monitoring of natural capital;
• Uncertainty in transition risk magnitude and timeframes;
• Preparer vs user preferences in disclosures; and,
• Paywall restrictions for the commercial use of nature-related data and
non-transparent methodologies (this is true for other industries).

4.2. Case Study 2: Water – User Example (SocietyInvest)
Introduction
SocietyInvest Bank is a diversified financial services firm with a specialization in the food and
agriculture sector. SIB is concerned that the sector – and therefore its exposures to companies
within the sector – may be exposed to high nature-related risk, particularly in relation to water
issues. To evaluate its exposure, SIB carried out its own assessment to identify key risks and
opportunities associated with its different exposures to food manufacturing companies.

Locate
With respect to its investment portfolios in its asset management business, SocietyInvest collects
geospatial asset-level data as part of its pre-transaction due diligence and decision-making
process. This data is sometimes provided by a portfolio company itself, and in absence of this
data the company uses publicly available data and third-party geospatial data (e.g. GISTImpactxiii)
to estimate asset level locations. Accessing location data upstream of the portfolio companies,
e.g. supplier assets, is challenging and the company relies on country-level estimates of supplier
locations using input-output modelling, with data from providers such as Exiobase. It should be
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noted that input-output modelling is a tool used by SocietyInvest predominantly in the Evaluate
stage of the LEAP process to assess the size and scale of impacts, but its results also support this
country-level location estimation during the Locate stage.
Where primary geospatial data was available, the WRI Aqueduct Water Risk Atlas was used to
estimate the percentage of its companies’ activities in water stressed regions. Approximately 10%
of SocietyInvest’s funds were found to be invested in Spanish food manufacturing companies
operating in regions that are considered extremely water stressed. Through tools such as the
WRI Aqueduct Water Risk Atlas, factors contributing to the region’s high water risk rating were
identified as:
• The ratio of total water withdrawals to available renewable surface and groundwater supplies;
• The ratio of total water consumption to available renewable water supplies; and,
• High inter-annual variability and high drought risk; and high coastal eutrophication potential
affecting water quality.
With respect to its lending portfolios, SocietyInvest undertakes initial screening for naturerelated ‘red flags’ through its established Environmental and Social Risk Management framework
(ESRM) including sector specific policies related to topics such as forestry and fisheries. This sets
relatively basic minimum standards where assets interact with nature (e.g. signalling ‘red flags’
where SocietyInvest’s lending activities may interface with areas such as biodiversity hotspots,
UNESCO biospheres, RAMSAR wetlands and other areas of high ecological value. IBAT and InVEST
were tools used to support this assessment).
SocietyInvest also screens potential lending exposures with controversy data, as part of its effort
to identify potentially relevant assets and ecosystems. The company used its in-house tool that
is fed with third-party controversy data available from providers such as RepRisk. This facilitated
enhanced due diligence before entering into a lending relationship particularly where there
were breaches of a predefined list of nature-related criteria such as substantial and negative
biodiversity impacts, illegal logging, substantial water pollution etc. It also used ENCORE in the
Locate stage to identify where its portfolio companies’ assets fall within areas of high ground/
surface water stress.

Gaps and challenges in the Locate stage
Sourcing geospatial data that is of consistent quality is acknowledged to be difficult. While some
companies may be willing and able to provide accurate geospatial data for their operations and
supply chain, others may not. Organisations may be reluctant to disclose geospatial data due to
the perception of it as commercially sensitive data or concern that this disclosure could lead to
security/reputational risk for assets and sites e.g. targeted by environmental activist groups. In
some cases, organisational geospatial data is not explicitly disclosed but may be partially-or fullyinferred from public information available online. These barriers to disclosure remain a challenge
for private organisations, and for public organisations where it is not considered in the public
interest to disclose geospatial data.
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Further, spatial data covering the area of influence is highly preferable to enable high quality
evaluation and assessment, including the identification of relevant watersheds, intake streams,
effluent sinks, access routes etc. In many cases, sourcing information beyond location of
operations is considered a significant challenge for users at present due to various reasons:
inconsistency in data quality and availability between geographies; a lack of data platforms
that source and maintain spatial data at a watershed scale; and a lack of resources within
organisations to develop geospatial analysis and deliver ongoing monitoring and disclosure.
Where exact locations are not available, the location(s) were approximated to the country or
regional level using primary data. For supply chains, input-output modelling was used as a highlevel approach to estimate the country and sector of suppliers at each tier of the supply chain,
with data from providers such as Exiobase. Again, it is noted that input-output modelling is
predominantly used for estimating the size and scale of impact, rather than locations, however in
absence of location data it can provide a useful starting point that can be updated with primary/
secondary data over time. Third party data services could be used to validate or gap fill asset level
information for some companies, although it is recognised that all of these ‘gap filling’ approaches
provide limited consistency and accuracy.

Evaluate
SocietyInvest grouped both its investment portfolio and lending portfolio companies by
subindustry to identify water related dependency and impact risks using the ENCORE tool. For
its food manufacturing exposures, SocietyInvest identified ground and surface water supplies
as ‘very high’ materiality dependencies. Water quality and water flow were identified as ‘medium’
materiality. Similarly, on the impact side, water use and water pollutants were identified as
‘high’ materiality.
Where data was available, SocietyInvest collated primary data directly from companies on water
consumption and replenishment, to understand the extent of dependency and potential scale
of impact. Such information was valuable both for credit risk as well as investment risk analysis.

Gaps and challenges in the Evaluate stage
Higher quality insights on company impacts could theoretically be obtained through broader,
primary data collection at the asset, watershed and ecosystem level. These primary data could
include water consumption, water chemistry, biodiversity rates, watershed replenishment rate,
annual variation in rainfall etc. This is not considered feasible or practical for a user to undertake
without substantial effort, where preparers do not provide this data already. As more companies
begin to measure and manage their dependencies and impacts, and disclose these, users such
as SocietyInvest will be better positioned in primary data availability and quality.
Secondary data may support users to determine relevant nature-related impacts and
dependencies. Geospatial AI tools, such as Rezatec’s water SAT, could be used by SocietyInvest to
explore water quality at various geographic scales. These insights can be used to fill data gaps (or
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verify datapoints), add detail to company disclosures or enable aggregation of relevant metrics
across geographic regions and portfolios.
Where geospatial data is approximated using country or region level data, the level of certainty
of impacts and risk for the user is much more limited. Some tools specifically evaluate the
dependence of industries on ecosystem services within a country. Tools such as Swiss Re’s
CatNet® enables consideration of dependency materiality e.g. using the Biodiversity and
Ecosystem Services Index (BES Index) that incorporates data on water security, habitat intactness,
water quality, erosion control and coastal protection, among other measures. This is an
aggregated, top-down assessment of risk by combining hazard, loss, exposure and company
insurance information with selected geographic information (e.g., existing maps or satellite
imagery) and produces an indicative (qualitative) risk score. Importantly for users, investments
can be aggregated by risk level and expressed as a percentage of the portfolio. Although
the insights are limited to qualitative scoring, tools like this provide a pragmatic approach to
identifying relevant impacts and dependencies where geospatial data is limited.
Where controversy data flags significant impacts in a company or its supply chain then the
credit officers or portfolio managers can seek information from the companies/suppliers
to demonstrate that this is sufficiently mitigated e.g. evidence that the company/supplier’s
operations are not contributing to the controversy or impact, and/or information on how the
impact and subsequent risk is being managed and mitigated. Without this information and active
effort to manage and mitigate the impact, the incentive for businesses to operate or invest in
locations or sectors with ‘high controversy’ remains low, and the impacts would persist.
There is a risk that controversy data is interpreted as a comprehensive coverage of ESG
issues, whereas this data is likely to only cover a subset of issues as reported from the media
perspective. Companies should use controversy data only in combination with other impact
and dependency identification tools. This issue is exacerbated in regions without good
media coverage on ESG controversies, meaning that these regions could appear to have
disproportionately low impact and low risk. Therefore, a regional comparison should not be
relied upon to provide a comprehensive view of relative impact and risk. Finally, users such as
SocietyInvest should consider how to encourage impact management and mitigation in response
to controversies.

Assess
SocietyInvest sought to assess its companies’ ability to mitigate the risks associated with
the impacts and dependencies identified in the Evaluate stage. Starting with its highest risk
portfolio companies, SocietyInvest assessed each company’s ability to mitigate and navigate their
water-risks.
Companies with relevant disclosures were assessed through desktop reviews. This was
conducted by SocietyInvest manually, however the company seeks to outsource this assessment
to third parties in the future (which could be a bespoke assessment, or procurement of relevant
data from a data provider, as new indicators and metrics come to market).
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Companies without relevant disclosures may require further engagement to avoid classification
as higher risk either from a lending or an investment perspective. For example, SocietyInvest
lends to a food manufacturing business, known as Bev4U. Bev4U’s operations are situated in a
water scarce region. SocietyInvest assessed Bev4U’s disclosures but required further information
that Bev4U was addressing and mitigating their physical risks and transition risks, such as
regulatory risks and reputational risks:
• Physical risks: Bev4U provided SocietyInvest with primary data including its operations water
footprint against total watershed demand, government approved water management plans,
certifications and proof of formal cooperation with other watershed users to monitor water
demand and ensure source replenishment.
• Regulatory risks: Bev4U provided evidence of monitoring the risk of increased water regulation
by authorities, including an increase or introduction of water-taxes, through regular government
engagement in areas of operation.
• Reputational risks: Bev4U provided evidence of assessing water supply and the demand from
other water users, and active engagement with the local community on water scarcity and
quality issues.
SocietyInvest was satisfied that although Bev4U is located in a high-water stressed region, with
projections suggesting that the region will continue to be water-stressed in the future, that it
evidenced sufficient risk mitigation regarding water dependency and impact risks. SocietyInvest
required commitment from Bev4U for ongoing engagement and monitoring of ESG issues and
risk management as part of the conditions of its lending commitment.

Gaps and challenges in the Assess stage
Nature-related risks can extend down the supply chain beyond visibility of a disclosure user
like SocietyInvest. Where accurate geolocation data and supporting primary data are not
available, these risks may sit in the supply chain and remain unseen/unchallenged. Users should
encourage and support preparers to disclose information on their suppliers and engage with
them on nature-related risk and mitigation efforts.
SocietyInvest may rely on issue-specific or industry certifications (e.g. International Water
Stewardship Standard (AWS v2.0) certification for water-related activities) as an additional level of
assurance for mitigation action. Similarly, aggregations of data from across relevant certifications
can build a view of the portfolio risk and opportunities. This presents a problem in some regions
and industries in which certifications or relevant, internationally recognized guidelines may not
exist, precluding this as an option. Additionally, the certifications that do exist may not in all
cases represent industry best practice, may be corrupt or may be unattainable to companies
for other reasons. On this basis, users should not rely on third-party certifications to provide a
comprehensive and comparable view across preparers/portfolio companies, but instead should
consider them as only one of multiple sources of information on mitigation action.
In seeking evidence from preparers on risk mitigation, SocietyInvest may look in disclosures for
defined action plans on how the company intends to reach targets such as ‘nature-positive’,
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including mitigating water impacts and dependencies. It is acknowledged that preparers may
not include detailed action plans within disclosures, nor other external publications. Without
a substantial equity holding or some form of operational/financial control, users may find this
information difficult to obtain, and active engagement with the preparer may be very limited. In
these cases, users could work together to encourage portfolio companies to engage in – and
disclose on – nature-related risk and opportunity.

Prepare
SocietyInvest used the data and assessments provided by Bev4U and other companies to
categorise and assess the risk profile of their exposures. SocietyInvest decided on material/
relevant risks to manage at a portfolio level and report on to stakeholders.
Alignment of preparer disclosures enabled SocietyInvest to leverage consistency in the insights
and analysis, and allowed for some comparisons between similar companies, providing decisionscritical information in some cases. SocietyInvest also prepared its mitigation plan, for the risks
and opportunities identified. This included the identification of KPIs, and consideration of how
these will be monitored to show progress and risk mitigation over time.
• The company first considered tracking the proportion of its lending portfolio companies
(operational assets and known supplier assets) that fall within biodiversity hotspots, UNESCO
biospheres, RAMSAR wetlands and other areas of high ecological value. The proportion within
these areas was considered to ideally decrease over time (to zero, eventually), to minimise the
potential impact on nature and reputational risk to SocietyInvest as the investor. It proposed
to use GIS shape data of these areas of interest (e.g. accessed through tools such as IBAT ‘site
of biodiversity importance’ and the UNESCO World Heritage geospatial data tool), overlayed
with portfolio company operational and supplier asset locations, where known, to monitor this
on a bi-annual basis. As part of this, it also looked to monitor its extent of geospatial data
that is sourced from portfolio companies and their suppliers, rather than third-party/gap-filling
approaches. This should increase over time as primary data improves.
• SocietyInvest also considered monitoring the state of freshwater ecosystems in the countries
where its lending portfolio companies operate. It proposed to use the Freshwater Ecosystems
Explorer tool to monitor the state of reservoirs and water quality in these countries, on an
annual basis, at a country level. Where declining ecosystems are observed over a period of 3
years, increased granularity of monitoring can be put in place and mitigation plans developed/
revised with the portfolio companies. The timeframe of 3 years was determined with subject
matter experts that SocietyInvest engaged with as part of its disclosure process, but each user/
preparer company should consider its own timeframes based on its own circumstances.
• Finally with respect to its investment portfolios, SocietyInvest also considered how it can
start to reduce the impact of its portfolio investments on water-related ecosystems. The
baseline water footprint was estimated using primary data where available (like Bev4U that
reported this data to SocietyInvest, above). Where water footprint data was not available,
SocietyInvest estimated this for each portfolio company using multi-regional input-output
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data. Over time, the company will track the proportion of investments reporting primary water
footprint data, with the aim to increase this proportion of primary data over time and therefore
increase accuracy. SocietyInvest may use its holdings in such companies to encourage further
disclosures. This would also enable SocietyInvest to track the progress of portfolio companies
on reducing water footprint (to the extent where reduced consumption is feasible; it also
proposed to track water use relative to revenue, to monitor water footprint intensity over time).
The company intends to make use of this enhanced water footprint data over time to better
understand the effect of mitigation actions taken by portfolio companies, and in return assess
its own risk as the investor.

Summary of gaps and challenges identified by
SocietyInvest
Several key gaps and challenges remain for SocietyInvest in truly understanding their
risk and optimising their lending and investment portfolio exposures to nature-related
risks:
• Lack of location-specific information for companies. Banks and investment firms tend
to hold extensive instrument and ownership data models, but few / none hold asset
location data;
• Lack of data that allows understanding of trends over time and predictions of naturerelated impacts and dependencies into the future;
• Many questions related to methodology and exposure to specific data sources
exist, lowering the confidence in the data and assessments provided by portfolio
companies
• Some of the species most at risk are not studied widely and not included;
• Lack of quantification of the financial value of the risks / potential opportunities
sensitive to nature-related risk for each portfolio company;
• No commonly agreed-upon portfolio level metrics that represent an overall naturerelated impact (e.g., nature positive etc.); and,
• Given that impacts on nature are complex and multi-layered, the portfolio level
reporting may need to happen at the sector, biome or other level. Users are likely to
define different priority metrics to meet their goals for rigour and aggregation, which
is likely to lead to initial lack of comparability across users, and a confusing set of
expectations for issuers.
• SocietyInvest identified that preparers may also disclose to water-specific frameworks
e.g. CDP or Climate Disclosures Standard Board Water Guidance. While potentially
useful, this reporting was not consistent across portfolio companies and may require
manual consideration on a case-by-case basis when assessing investments.
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5. Key insights & observations

5.1. Data coverage differs across nature categories
Most tools and platforms do not have exhaustive data, which can result in bias towards moststudied aspects and limit comparisons between regions. In particular, biodiversity data tends to
be skewed taxonomically and/or geographically. Some taxa or biomes have greater coverage
than others. For example:
• There are more data for terrestrial biomes than for marine or freshwater;
• There are more data on vertebrates (especially large mammals and birds), forests, protected
areas, fisheries and data linked to climate change (greenhouse gas emissions, sea temperature)
than other categories of nature; and,
• There is also variance within these areas of greater coverage. For example, data in the birds
taxa are more heavily weighted toward Europe and North America.

5.2. Variance in measurement approach
It is important to define the specific nature-related focus of a particular measurement approach.
Biodiversity is a complex, multi-level concept so different approaches to measurement are reliant
on proxies specific to set objectives and data availability. Similarly, what constitutes ecosystem
health will vary by geography and context. Finally, some impact models do not account for all
potential environmental drivers impacting nature and biodiversity. For example, increases in
rainfall, continental runoff and atmospheric dust deposition are reducing water transparency in
lakes worldwide but these drivers will differ from lake to lake, year to year and modelling of their
impact will vary from region to region. Without standardisation, there is a risk that differences in
focus employed by different approaches without qualification may lead to risk assessments of
ostensibly similar companies having very different results. However, spatial analysis technologies
and information standards are enabling flexible interrogation at source with predictions visually
represented at appropriate resolutions. Open geospatial data standards and application
programming interfaces (APIs) are essential to this vision of interoperability. A recent paper by
WWF, Geospatial ESGxiv, sets out the emerging application of geospatial data.
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5.3. Spatial and/or temporal biases in data
Knowledge derived from site-based observations and collections is biased according to the data
source, location, and time period of collection. However, the source and nature of biases are not
always explicit from the data. Similarly, there is a common absence of methodological detail or
metadata describing how particular data trends over time and space are calculated. Temporal
variation in biodiversity data is commonplace (in some case unavoidable due to natural variations
in ecological systems) but how it is dealt with in methodologies, platforms and tools is often
unclear. Integrating data from different sources can provide insights not possible to get from any
one source and may overcome some of the aforementioned weaknesses of each type of data,
however the lack of transparency or standardisation is exacerbated by an explosion in naturerelated data service providers. Many organisations and companies are acting independently
to develop their own databases and corresponding platforms and tools using inaccessible
methodologies, which in some instances are not peer-reviewed but classified commercially as
protected intellectual property.
Finally, there is a lack of scope to track trends over time in quantifiable ways – assessing,
disclosing and reporting on risks and opportunities will require access not only to nature-related
data, but also to regional and sectoral data on the location of activities, associated pressures
exerted on nature, as well as the actions taken to address these risks.

5.4. Access and relevance are limited
Nature-related asset location data is essential for the calculation of decision-useful data. Having
access to the spatial locations of company assets, operating areas, and suppliers is necessary
although levels of granularity will depend on sector, geography and regulatory framework.
Ultimately, models are only as good as their data and relevance, but collecting spatially-explicit
information for the entire value chain of companies will be both challenging and time-consuming
for companies. Furthermore, there is potential for end-user misalignment in that what is
important for a company in assessing and disclosing nature-related risks may differ from what a
financial institution assesses as material.

6. Key issues for discussion
& development

6.1. Centralising nature-related data platforms
An open question on which we would welcome feedback from market participants is whether
the TNFD should look to support the development of a decentralised but standardised
nature-related data portal. Information silos constrain integrative networks and deep insights.
Furthermore, having diverse data realms which do not interact easily with each other impedes
the ability of companies and financial institutions to engage with confidence. Creating a way to
effectively use these data requires a uniformed integration of disconnected datasets.
Furthermore, being able to verify company sourced data with reliable alternative sources will help
in building robustness through validation. There has been significant research done already in
this area, for example, by UNEP Finance Initiative (UNEP-FI), UNEP World Conservation Monitoring
Centre (UNEP WCMC) and the Finance4Biodiversity Initiative. However, there remains a need to
clarify the types of data available and the various interlinkages. Standardisation should draw
heavily on existing work in a collaborative approach.

6.2. Moving beyond ESG data
Today’s mainstream ESG data practices are in the main defined by company questionnaires and
web-scraping of large amounts of unstructured and self-disclosed data. Understanding naturerelated risks and opportunities will require inclusion of data harvested from the real economy
via observations of company behaviours and/or self-reported data at the asset level. The data
foundation needs to be available for adoption of such multi-data layer approaches by financial
institutions. There will also need to be greater integration of historic data and forward-looking
modelled data.

6.3. Innovations in data
From automation to traceability and remote sensing to eDNA sampling, improving computable
data holds the promise to help businesses better understand baseline values, and predict,
mitigate and monitor nature-related risks. Such developments will see gains in efficiencies by
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greatly reducing the amount of time necessary to gather nature-related data and perform impact
and dependency analysis, enabling users of the TNFD framework to respond to nature-related
risks and opportunities in a much more meaningful time frame.
There has been an explosion in growth of data product offerings with significant technical
developments improving computable data e.g. mobile surveys, fixed place surveys, remote
sensing, blockchain, data processing etc. Development in geospatial analysis which are asset and
sector-specific sits at the heart of this technological emergent trend. The speed of development
and increased demand is to be applauded. However, greater transparency of process and
methodology should be addressed in tandem. Regardless of the type of data that is being used
to assess nature-related risks, data use and methodological decisions should be fully transparent
(including peer-review) to allow for a traceable and replicable assessment. Collaborations
between agencies and commercial entities like IBAT, some commercial providers are to be
applauded and will hopefully strengthen accessibility and relevance of nature-related data
for companies.

6.4. Technical challenges to data access
Undoubtedly tools and data are improving rapidly and will in all likelihood be better in even 12-18
months from now. But near-term, there are technical challenges to data access which need
addressing. Some emerging tools are not readily available to non-technical users, thereby limiting
access e.g. mean species abundance (MSA) indicator.xv There is also an added complication for
non-technical users trying to combine data in derivative products for measuring and reporting.
Typically, datasets are in the form of shapefiles, GeoTIFF, KML, Web Feature Services, or other
GIS file formats which are difficult to translate uniformly without advanced technical knowledge.
Continuing product development in a collaborative way will be key and funding initiatives like a
marine version of the Species Threat Abatement and Recovery (STAR) metric, will address these
shortcomings and accelerate end-user engagement.

6.5. Technical expertise, resource and capacity on naturerelated data
Greater technical expertise, resource and capacity is needed in companies and financial
institutions to enable effective engagement with nature-related data. The pattern of ESG
engagement in general has seen a mismatch between demand to engage with the number of
professionals with appropriate experience capable of engaging effectively. An HSBC survey in
2021 found that 37% of investors cite a shortage of expertise or qualified staff as the principal
obstacle when it comes to pursuing ESG engagement – up 30% from last year.
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6.6. Primary data collection and analysis
Stakeholders should be collecting primary data to monitor dependencies and impacts. Ideally
this data could then feed (in an anonymised format) into a standardised aggregated data set.
Systems for third-party biodiversity footprinting based on public data about companies are still
basic and hard to interpret correctly. This is mainly because they largely do not take account of
the place-specificity of biodiversity which may well be misleading if not carefully interpreted. The
diffusion of microplastics, pesticides and fertilizers are cases in point. But at this stage, reporting
on impact drivers or pressures (e.g. land use, water use etc) and responses (e.g. SMART targets,
mainstreamed governance) is likely to be more reliable.

6.7. Integration across data platforms and tools
The assessment also identified a need for greater understanding and onward discussion on data
interaction. Many of the platforms or tools currently available have a particular specificity and
lack the flexibility to be integrated into other solutions. Variances in temporal consistency across
data also hinders integration and the ability to cross-reference effectively. Furthermore, data
requirements will differ depending on the entry points of engagement. For example, a company
may use ex post analysis in locating and evaluating their current interactions with nature and
where their impacts and dependencies lie. However, in assessing future risks and opportunities
they will rely on forward looking ex ante analysis. It is therefore important to understand the
capabilities and limitations of currently available data and being explicit about the use of proxies.
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7. Annex 1: Characteristics
of Decision-useful Data

Decision-useful
criterion

Definition in the TNFD Proposed Technical Scope

Relevance

Formal recognition as appropriate to the decision context – e.g. as
part of the monitoring frameworks of multilateral environmental
agreements or national policies – including the mechanism of
recognition and the role of third parties in formal recognition of
specific datasets.

Resolution and
scalability (spatial +
non-spatial)

Fit for use at the right scale for the decision. A balance may be
struck between the resolution and the complexity of processing the
data. For example, sourcing may not be better informed by <1km
resolution geospatial data, where sub-regional data may be easier
and more straightforward to process.

Temporality

Time series data can support trend analyses or real-time decisionmaking but must reflect the appropriate time scales for the indicator
of interest (including forward looking analysis where relevant), but
also the feasibility of collecting data using current or emerging
technologies and collection techniques (e.g. species abundance).

Frequency of
update

Regularly updated or updated at appropriate timescales for the
subject matter – real-time vs periodic (hourly, daily, annually etc) or
triggered and event driven.

Geographic
coverage

Globally consistent and comprehensive. Data should be collected
in a fashion and using metrics that permit aggregation and disaggregation to allow for attribution e.g. across portfolios, corporate
footprints etc.
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Accessibility

Decision-grade data must be easily accessible online in different
formats (e.g. direct downloads, web services, APIs), including
considerations of costs were not open and freely accessible, as well
as available in multiple languages.

Comparability

Decision-grade data must facilitate comparison through
interoperable formats and consistent methods that enable
integration of financial, socio-economic and ecological data across
sectors to inform outcomes. Data should be comparable across and
within industries.

Thematic coverage

Addressing specific components of nature (encompassing species,
ecosystems and contributions to people), pressures on nature (point
and non-point source, direct and indirect) and responses (private,
government, societal).

Authoritativeness
including
providence

If data have been through a peer-review process, whether published
in the scientific literature, reviewed by peers, or a mandated process
(e.g. CBD), and are recognised as accurate and authoritative. In order
to assess authoritativeness, the data must also be traceable. Data is
traceable if the original data source is clear as well as the “data trail”
which lays out how the data has been translated by different users
to arrive in its final format. Ideally, TNFD-aligned reporting would be
audited by a third party to verify its authoritativeness.
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8. Annex 2: Reference
Material

A number of internal databases and proprietary inventories from TNFD knowledge Partners
were referenced with thanks but are unavailable for onward sharing.
Biodiversity analysis in the digital era
royalsocietypublishing.org/doi/pdf/10.1098/rstb.2015.0337
Geospatial ESG
fint.awsassets.panda.org/downloads/geospatial_esg_report.pdf
Paving the way towards a harmonised biodiversity accounting approach for the
financial sector
pbafglobal.com/files/downloads/PBAF_commongroundpaper2020.pdf
Disclosing Nature’s Potential
portals.iucn.org/library/sites/library/files/documents/2021-038-En.pdf
Biodiversity - The Ecosystem at the Heart of Business
Biodiversity - CitiGPS (citivelocity.com)
Essential biodiversity variables for mapping and monitoring species populations
Essential biodiversity variables for mapping and monitoring species populations | Nature
Ecology & Evolution
UN System of Environmental-Economic Accounting – Ecosystem Accounting
seea.un.org/content/system-environmental-economic-accounting-ecosystem-accountingwhite-cover-version
Is biodiversity a material risk for companies?
businessandbiodiversity.org/pdf/FC%20Biodiversity%20Report%20FINAL.pdf
Reporting on Nature-related Risks, Impacts and Dependencies
g20sfwg.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/2021-UNEP-UNDP.-Reporting-on-Nature-relatedRisks-Impacts-Dependencies.pdf
A list of spatial available data
Available spatial data - Google Sheets
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Biodiversity Platforms for Implementing a Sustainable World
gbif.org/
Workshop Report A synthesis of available scientific input to inform the development
of the post-2020 global biodiversity framework
unep-wcmc.org/system/comfy/cms/files/files/000/001/585/original/Synthesis_of_Cambridge_
Meeting_on_Scientfic_Input_to_the_Post_2020_Global_Biodiversity_Framework.pdf
Natural Capital Protocol
capitalscoalition.org/capitals-approach/natural-capital-protocol/?fwp_filter_tabs=training_
material
What does ‘nature’ mean?
nature.com/articles/s41599-020-0390-y
Open-source Biodiversity Data Platform Initiative (unpublished paper by UNEP WCMC
and Finance for Biodiversity)
An inventory of biodiversity data sources for conservation monitoring
journals.plos.org/plosone/article/file?id=10.1371/journal.pone.0242923&type=printable
TNFD proposed Technical Scope
tnfd.global/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/TNFD-%E2%80%93-Technical-Scope-3.pdf
Data integration enables global biodiversity synthesis
www.pnas.org/content/118/6/e2018093118
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8. End notes

i.

gov.uk/government/publications/final-report-the-economics-of-biodiversity-the-dasgupta-review

ii. wwf.org.uk/sites/default/files/2022-01/Geospatial_ESG_Report.pdf
iii. gistimpact.com/
iv. encore.naturalcapital.finance/en/
v. surfaceintelligence.com/product
vi. ibat-alliance.org/
vii. globalforestwatch.org/
viii. planet.com/products/
ix. ghgsat.com/en/
x. grundo.io/
xi. naturemetrics.co.uk/
xii. sylvera.com/
xiii. gistimpact.com/
xiv. wwf-sight.org/geospatial-esg/
xv. globio.info/what-is-globio
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